Information regarding Ahmad Fāris al-Shidyāq in Malta is scanty, but the fragmented evidences that modern scholars have collected are sometimes not properly investigated, leaving, as a result of this, discrepancies that obscure the life and history of the Lebanese writer in Malta. Shidyāq (1804–1887), a Maronite, born in ‘Aishut, was also a lexicographer, journalist and a poet.1 His appointment in Malta started around 1833,2 when he was invited by the American missionaries in Egypt to assist Reverend Christoph Friedrich Schlienz at the Arabic press. There is not much information about Schlienz except that he was an Arabist, a linguist and above all an active propagandist for the Church Missionary Society (=CMS) on an important mission in the Maltese Islands. This paper attempts to reconstruct, from the available information, some important events of Shidyāq’s contribution of Arabic to Malta.

At the time when the Malta Arabic press was installed, around 1810 there were already a few printing presses in operation. These presses were licenced by the British Governor in Malta, F.C. Ponsonby.3 Printing was extremely active during the second quarter of the nineteenth century and its existence became increasingly important as the number of Christian missionaries gradually established themselves in the Maltese Islands.4

The arrival of English and American Protestant missionaries in Malta, chiefly those from Lebanon escaping hostility from the Maronite Church, started as early as 1815. Their aim to use Malta as a Mediterranean base was to revive the oriental churches through the publication of scriptural texts. It was politically-significant to move to Malta because it was considered unsafe to take the printing presses beyond the protection of the British flag. In 1822, some Americans brought with them the components of three Boston presses. By 1826 a trained printer, John Kitto was in charge of the presses and there were fonts of type in seven languages, including Italian, Modern Greek and Armeno-Turkish; Arabic became equally important in the subsequent years.

The Arabic press was brought from Beirut to Malta. It is quite probable that this press, though installed around 1810 in Malta, was only in operation sometime in 1822. When W. Jowett who was a supervisor of all the presses from 1822 to 1826, J. Zaydān nonetheless, following the history compiled by W.E. Strong on the American missionaries, confirmed that the press started to operate in 1822.5 However, according to the archivist of the British and Foreign Bible Society (=BFBS) in London, the Church Missionary Society and the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mission set up printing establishments in the early 1820’s.6 It is not certain however whether this was a joint or separate effort.

When W. Jowett returned to England, the Malta Arabic press came under the direction of C.F. Schlienz who occupied the post from 1827 to 1842. During this period Ahmad Fāris al-Shidyāq, was hired by the American missionaries to correct Arabic manuscripts and assist Schlienz in translations.7 Before coming to Malta Shidyāq had spent some time in Egypt where he laid foundations of mastery of the Arabic language and its literature. It was in Egypt that Shidyāq encountered the American missionaries who promised him an appointment in Malta under the supervision of Schlienz.8

The earliest known religious works from the Malta Arabic press are Thalāth Rasa’il Mar Yuhanna (The three epistles of St. John)9 and Antithal (The parables of Christ with supplementary notes)10 published in 1828. These were followed by Tafsir Mushaf (the parable of the sower according to St. Matthew with a brief commentary)11 which appeared in 1829; Tawarikh (Historical sections from the Old Testament with various meditations)12 in 1833; Antithal Sulayman (Selections from the Book of Proverbs)13 was published in 1834 with a supplementary version in French; Ayāt Makkahārā (Selected biblical extracts)14 in 1835; Risāla Mar Bturrus (The epistle of St. Peter)15 probably in 1837. All works are extracted from the Biblia Sacra Arabicca of 1671 edition published in Rome reproducing the Arabic and Latin versions.16 Al-Zari’ (The sower)17 published in 1840 does not seem to have been extracted from the Biblia Sacra edition. One other religious work was Fasl al-Khitāb18 a treatise on the homilies of Jibril Farhat with supplementary comments and three sermons by Reverend C. Simeon published in 1842.

One work which Shidyāq probably wrote was Khubariyyat As’ad al-Shidyāq published in 1833. This is an account of his brother’s imprisonment as a result of his involvement in Protestantism and his death. Shidyāq’s feelings for the Maronite Church turned into hatred for Catholicism, and probably as an expression of revulsion at his brother’s death, he embraced Protestantism.20 His decision was an important religious and political move for the CMS in Malta. He won the confidence of his authorities and gained further appointments outside the Arabic press. In the meantime he continued to help Schlienz in publishing more works. One significant work was the translation of the Pilgrim’s Progress into Arabic, published in 1834. Pierre Cachia has remarked to the present writer that it is "the earliest translation of a European (religious) literary work into Arabic."21 Although it might be supposed that Shidyāq had translated the Pilgrim’s Progress (and probably other major works), one should not exclude the possibility that Schlienz, who was an Arabist and an active linguist, may have attempted to translate it, either separately or jointly with Shidyāq. Other works translated from English into Arabic pose a similar problem in determining whether Shidyāq or Schlienz was the principal translator of: Qisas Rub’isun Krauza (The adventures of Robinson Crusoe) published in 1835; Fatīshah ‘l-Kutub al-Magaddasah (Search for the sacred books)22 which is a translation from the Religious Tract Society Book No. 23 published in 1838; Sharh Tabā’t al-Hayyawan (An exposition on animal qualities)23 which appeared in a first volume in 1841; and the Book of Common Prayer (title in Arabic missing) published in 1840. We know, however, that, according to the archivist of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (=SPCK), Shidyāq in fact did revise the 1850 edition published in London.24

During his stay in Malta, Shidyāq held a government post as a lecturer in Arabic at the University of Malta from 1838 to 1848.25 He was brought to London by the SPCK on special leaves of absence for various periods of time to carry out, in association with the British Arabists, Thomas Jarrett and Thomas Robinson, a new translation of the Bible into Arabic.27 In the meantime he did not abandon his career as a helper to Schlienz at the Malta Arabic press during the time when he was correcting manuscripts and writing a number of text-books. Tarīq Mustadḥatha (A modern method)28 was a manual of Arabic script printed on coloured paper and set on cardboard. He edited in 1836 the Arabic grammar of the Syrian Jamāris
Farhat (1670 – 1732), Bahth al-Malālīb (Investigation of pro(a)s) an abridged work of the 1707 manuscript. Shidyaq provided the commentary to this work and it was then published by Butrus al-Bustani (d. 1882 – 3) in Beirut in 1854. An elementary textbook for the study of Arabic extracted from Bahth al-Malālīb was Al-Ajwība ‘īl-Jahīyya (Clear answers) published in 1841. Shidyaq also published in 1836 Al-Bukhārat al-Shāhiyya (Pleasant beginnings) an English grammar written in Arabic which was reprinted in 1881/1882; Kitāb al-Muhāwarat al-Uṣnīyya (Book of friendly dialogues) in 1840 which is a book of Arabic and English grammatical exercises together with dialogues, intended for English-speaking students; the Atlas, a mapbook intended for scholastic use by F. Brockdorff published in 1835; Al-Kanz al-Mukhtar (The selected treasure) a manual of basic geography published in 1833. As for prose, he published in 1839 Al-Lajf fi-Kull Ma‘na Zarif (A collection of eloquent thoughts), an elementary Arabic reader and Al-Taqīs frī ‘īl-Badī (Persuasion in the art of good style), which is an epitome of Khizanat al-Adāb (A treasure house of literature) by Ibn Hiija (d.837/1434), composed by Shidyaq and published in 1843. He also composed a Qasida in praise of the Beg of Tunis while he was in Malta but it seems that he was never published by the Arabic press.

Both Shidyaq and Schienz became familiar with Maltese, and the latter had expressed his views to the Government of Malta regarding its potential development into literary Arabic. Strongly opposed by the Maltese Italoophis, he had to abandon the whole idea completely. Yet, an attempt was made by a few Maltese to adopt an Arabo-Latin alphabet to the Maltese language. As a matter of fact, in 1839 the colonial government published an English and Maltese Reading Book as part of the syllabus for the government primary schools, making use of this Arabo-Latin alphabet. It may be assumed that the government availed itself of the Malta Arabic press in order to publish this text-book. It is to be noted that at this time no Maltese Arabophili had ever published a work in Arabic, but we know for sure that a few did publish works in Italian and Maltese, the latter experimenting with different alphabet systems. Even then, the British Governor of Malta to dispel any spirit of nationalism among Maltese, had prohibited publications other than for the purpose of distribution in the East. Only the CMS had been granted licences to own and operate printing-presses. A law issued by the colonial government at the beginning of the nineteenth century banning the import of presses to Malta was therefore not adhered and A. Bonnici argued that the government was discriminating against the Maltese by allowing foreign missions to operate presses.

By 1845 the Malta Arabic press was dismantled and shipped to Beirut. The political situation in Beirut became favourable for the Protestant missionaries and soon printing in Arabic was resumed. In 1848, Shidyaq left Malta, thus ending his career as a lecturer at the University of Malta. He went to London to terminate the translation of the Bible. The work was long and laborious and soon after he finished the translation left for Tunis through France and Italy.

In Tunis he wrote a book on his travels and experiences in Malta and the European states. The work entitled Kitab al-Rihla ‘īl-Mawsura bil-Waṣīta ilā Ma‘ rījaf Malta wa Kashf al-Mukhabba ‘ān Funun Īrāba was published first in Tunis in 1866, and then edited in Istanbul in 1881. Away from Europe was an opportunity for Shidyaq to look at his past life. He had enough of missionary activity in Malta and was disillusioned with several unfilled promises by missionary activists, Arabophilis in Malta and Arabists in London. In his book Shidyaq describes social life in the cities in general. The tone was sometimes mocking and scorn of western (Christian) customs and ethics. With Malta, he was uncomplimentary making several contemptuous comments on their religion and culture. On the other hand, his remarks on the Maltese language are historically interesting. There are observations on phonological shifts and syntactic behaviour the rules of which are compared with Classical Arabic. It was during his stay in Tunis that he contemplated to abandon Christianity and embrace Islam.

Shidyaq’s ornate style derives from his early education in Egypt where he met the most eminent professors of the day. His literary career started in Malta and the works he completed at this time lack the stylistic force of his later works composed at the time when he became a prominent author and journalist in Tunis and Istanbul.

The Arabic press in Malta had a brief but active lifespan, producing both religious and non-religious works for almost twenty-three years. Apparently, no one was able to conduct publications until the American board decided to hire Ahmad Faris al-Shidyaq under the supervision of Christoph Friedrich Schienz. Shidyaq, as it seems, had practical control of all the publications. Although it may be argued that Shidyaq’s contribution to literary Arabic while in Malta is minimal and perhaps insignificant the Malta Arabic press, nonetheless, has historically linked the West and the East and played an important religious-political role until it found its way back to Beirut.
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